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Figure 1: Visual abstract of our sketchnote research – done as a sketchnote. Summarizing analysis, core sketchnote compo-

nents, design space dimensions, sketchnoting strategies, and implications for the design of digital inking tools.

ABSTRACT

Sketchnoting is a form of visual note taking where people listen to,

synthesize, and visualize ideas from a talk or other event using a

combination of pictures, diagrams, and text. Little is known about

the design space of this kind of visual note taking. With an eye

towards informing the implementation of digital equivalents of

sketchnoting, inking, and note taking, we introduce a classification

of sketchnote styles and techniques, with a qualitative analysis of

103 sketchnotes, and situated in context with six semi-structured

follow up interviews. Our findings distill core sketchnote compo-

nents (content, layout, structuring elements, and visual styling)

and dimensions of the sketchnote design space, classifying levels
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of conciseness, illustration, structure, personification, cohesion,

and craftsmanship. We unpack strategies to address particular note

taking challenges, for example dealing with constraints of live draw-

ings, and discuss relevance for future digital inking tools, such as

recomposition, styling, and design suggestions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Hand-drawn sketches— in different forms and varying fidelity—

can help synthesizing information and externalizing our thoughts,

from scraps of paper used in brainstorming [12], scribbles on white-

boards [54], or visual notes for effective learning [7]. One particular

form of sketch-based visual note taking is sketchnoting—notes with

“visual elements added to amplify ideas” [45], where hand-written

text is interwoven with a wide variety of sketched drawings so

they complement each other and provide emphasis and structure

(an example is shown in Figure 1). Often, sketchnotes are visual

synthesis sketches from live events (such as talks, lectures, or semi-

nars), done in real-time during the event. As a result, sketchnotes

are more than an external copy of spoken material but a synthesis

derived through an active listening and creation process, all laid

out on a single page—with effective use of space for “clustering

and thoughtful placement” [28]. Different to many other forms of

visual note taking, which tend to be more personal, sharing sketch-

notes (through social media or blogs) is very common— sketchnotes

have “a life after an event” [52]. Sketchnotes are also applied as a

technique in the research community, for example allowing “HCI

researchers to better communicate and express their ideas” [52],

as effective notes with “enhanced information recall” [19], or as a

form of ideation and visual thinking [36].

With the goal of creating such sketched artefacts— sketchnotes

but also other note taking—with expressive digital tools, past re-

search investigated the design of novel software techniques for

digital inking [23, 53] and new sketching hardware, for example

enhanced digital pens [15, 24, 27]. Studies of sketching and note

taking practices [20, 43, 54] play a critical role in informing the

design of these tools. Insights from these studies can lead to con-

crete suggestions on how analog techniques translate to and can

be extended for digital inking, such as results from Riche et al.’s

study indicating benefits of supporting both drafting and crafting,

or unifying heterogeneity across inking tools [43].

For sketchnoting in particular, a number of blogs [5, 52] and

books [9, 45] promote the practice and teach drawing techniques,

most of these rooted in a very active emerging community of sketch-

noters sharing both artefacts and techniques online. And a recent

study investigated the nuanced differences between analog and

digital inking with sketchnotes [20]. However, the problem is we

are missing a systematic analysis of sketchnote practice and an

overview of the wider spectrum of the choices made while creating

sketchnotes, which together could lead to further targeted implica-

tions of how to enrich digital tools to support creative expression

for sketchnoting in particular, and digital sketching more generally.

Towards this goal of understanding sketchnote practice— as one

specific form of visual note taking—we contribute an in-depth

analysis and classification of (analog) sketchnote styles and tech-

niques. We performed a qualitative analysis of 103 sketchnotes

posted online, and situated this analysis in context of six semi-

structured follow up interviews with experienced sketchnoters. In

our findings, we first distill core sketchnote components: content,

layout, structuring elements, and visual styling (which we illustrate

in examples and put in context of existing sketchnote literature

[9, 25, 45, 46]). We synthesized six further continuous dimensions

of the sketchnote design space, where we map out the spectrum of

design decisions across levels of conciseness, illustration, structure,

personification, visual cohesion, and craftsmanship.

Based on both these basic sketchnote components (Section 4)

and the continuous dimensions for design decisions (Section 5), we

identified five themes of design strategies (i.e., specific goals) to ad-

dress particular note taking challenges. These explain strategies to:

(1) capture ideas, (2) emphasize key concepts, (3) create a narrative,

(4) aesthetics and visual identity, and (5) dealing with constraints

of live drawing. Our findings from the follow-up sketchnoter inter-

views are woven throughout Sections 4-6, providing context and

grounding for each the design strategies— for instance, explana-

tions of motivation for use of particular techniques, or discussions

of trade-offs. Finally, directly informed by our findings and the

design space, we operationalize our insights about the sketchnote

practices in a list of suggestions for the design of future digital

inking tools. This includes, for example, suggestions about how dig-

ital tools might better support styling, support flexible note taking

layouts and structure, or design for re-using content.

In summary, our contributions are:

• The first in-depth analysis of sketchnoting artefacts, with a

synthesis of core components of content, layout, structuring

elements & flow, and visual style; and the continuous dimen-

sions of the sketchnoting design space, where we map the

levels of conciseness, illustration, structure, personification,

visual cohesion, and craftsmanship.

• A discussion of five themes of sketchnoting strategies to

achieve particular visual note taking goals, synthesizing

strategies and best practices for this kind of visual note tak-

ing.

• A list design implications for digital inking tools in four

categories of (1) aiding with content capture and generation,

(2) facilitating tedious/repetitive tasks, (3) supporting a more

flexible creation process, and (4) lowering the barrier to entry.

Together, these contributions build knowledge on sketchnot-

ing and inform the next generation of interactive authoring and

consuming tools.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

In their seminal book Myth of the Paperless Office [49], Sellen and

Harper highlighted how our digital tools often do not match many

of the inherent affordances of paper (e.g., the richness of folding

or manipulating paper), which still holds true almost two decades

later, despite many advancements in the ways we can use digital

documents, digital note taking, and inking. An important ongoing

research goal remains to identify the potential of digital tools to

best support current practices— beyond analog tool use— and fully

embracing digital capabilities [43, 49]. In this section, we first delve

into sketching and digital inking technologies, then discuss how

studies can inform the design of these kinds of innovations for dig-

ital sketching, and last articulate the need for informing the design

of tools specifically designed for sketchnoting with an overview of

the unique characteristics of this kind of visual note taking.

2.1 Sketching and Digital Inking in HCI

Sketching and hand-drawn visual representations are important

as a general method withing the HCI community, with Buxton,
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Greenberg, and colleagues outlining the many diverse sketching

strategies (often borrowed from disciplines such as product design

or engineering) that can be applied throughout the whole process of

interaction design [13, 22]. Similarly, Baskinger positioned sketch-

ing as an important method in interaction design [4], and Lewis et

al. emphasized the value of sketches to support interface design,

participatory design, or reflective practice [31]. Hand-drawn sketch-

ing can also “be an integral part of focused research projects” [50, 51],

such as for studying situated visualizations [12], use of personal

finance tools [30], and many other contexts.

Besides the consideration of sketching as a method for design

and research, another research focus is on the design of future

digital inking technologies— software and hardware. This includes,

amongst many others, supporting free-form ink to support active

reading on tablets [48], creative use of inking data visualizations

[56], linking hand-written notes to audio recordings [55], or or-

ganizing and rearranging hand-written notes (through implicit

recognition of regions) on digital whiteboards [40]. Novel designs

of the sketching hardware have the potential of providing enhanc-

ing sketching and note taking capabilities, such as when using ad-

vanced forms of context sensing combining pen+touch [23], adding

digital capabilities to analog notebooks [11], combining pen and

paper with digital sketching tools for UML diagrams [17], and many

others [21, 34, 41]. These techniques illustrate examples for aug-

menting the note taking process beyond the what is possible with

pen and paper, by leveraging digital capabilities and enriching the

note taking and hand-crafted inking experience.

2.2 Studying Analog and Digital Sketching and

Note Taking to Inform Design

There are many different ways to inform the design of digital note

taking and sketching tools. One way is to directly study people’s

use of current digital tools, for example the use of inking on tablets

[1, 43]. Studies like this help identifying factors impacting the ink-

ing experience, such as stylus accuracy, latency, stroke rendering

and aesthetics, and emphasize importance of better recognition

of intended and unintended touch [1]. A variation of this is the

study of novel sketching prototypes, such as digital pens. For in-

stance, there are studies comparing use of pressure, button pressing

and dwelling for mode switching for digital pens [33], or different

forms of audible-tactile feedback for paper-like sketching on digital

screens [15].

An alternative, complementary approach is to study people’s use

of analog, pen&paper, identifying techniques in the analog medium

to translate to the digital, as well as friction points to overcome, as

opportunities for design. For instance, Ayobi et al. [2] studied bul-

let journaling sketches, identifying practices of self-tracking, and

derived design implications for flexible and mindful self-tracking

software supporting those. Bernstein et al. [6] studied a different

kind of note taking, in this case small information scraps of sketches,

notes, and reminders, with implications for the design of personal

information management tools. Mahyar et al. [35] characterized

analog note taking strategies used during collaborative visual an-

alytics tasks, leading to a number of suggestions for digital tools

supporting in particular these forms of note taking (e.g., hybrid

notes, easy transitions from private to shared notes, and facilitating

management of notes). Other strategies include contextual inter-

views, artefact analysis of digital note taking devices, and online

surveys [11], diary studies of sketches in everyday use [43], or

observational studies [20].

2.3 Sketchnoting Practice as Applied Visual

Note Taking

Visual note taking, as a distinct method of “observation, study, plan-

ning, prescription, and record-keeping of events” [25], first emerged

during the Renaissance—most known through Da Vinci’s note-

books, seen as a “key to understanding how he thought” [44] (though

less widely known, Mariano di Taccola, born 70 years earlier, ap-

plied visual thinking in forms of sketches and visual notes [42]— a

pivotal change in art and science). Through the following centuries,

visual note taking became more widely used (summarized in [25]).

Representing thought in such a visual form can be seen as an effec-

tive method to externalize our thinking, by using “clustering and

thoughtful placement” in an “effective use of space” [28].

Sketchnoting is related to graphic recording, a particular “vi-

sualization process that captures themes and ideas emerging from

group discussions” [18], where techniques for capturing overlap to

sketchnoting, but graphic recording being more specific to mediate

group conversations. A very active community emerged around

sketchnoting (e.g., [47]), also reflected in a number of resources

such as blogs [5, 52] and books [45, 46] promoting this practice.

Many of these resources introduce a fundamental visual vocabulary

for sketchnoting, combining “handwriting, drawings, hand-drawn

typography, shapes, and visual elements like arrows, boxes, and lines”

[45], and presenting practical instructions for developing a visual

vocabulary with step-by-step tutoring instructions, examples, and

activities [9, 10, 16, 39, 45]. It is this basis of practitioners’ resources

we are in particular interested to complement and extend upon.

To design better digital tools supporting rich developed practices

such as in sketchnoting, we are missing a higher-level analysis of

sketchnote practices and design space dimensions, similar to analy-

sis done in other contexts such as visual narratives [38], graphical

science representations [26], or data comics [3].

With our motivation of better understanding sketching practices

of sketchnoting in particular, and to identify what to adapt or im-

prove upon for the digital (akin to [1, 2, 11, 43]), our study provides

a structured analysis of a large corpus of created sketchnotes, go-

ing beyond the more targeted and constrained analog vs. digital

sketchnoting study [20]. Different to Ayobi et al.’s study [2], where

the comments of online posts were used to determine context, we

decided to complement our analysis of the sketchnote corpus with

interviewing experienced sketchnoters, giving us an opportunity

to follow up on issues identified in the first part of the analysis and

help us understand reasons and motivation.

3 STUDY METHODOLOGY

We used a mixed-method approach to gain an understanding of

sketchnoters’ strategies, which combined a thematic analysis of

sketchnotes posted on Twitter with semi-structured interviews of

six sketchnoters.
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3.1 Phase 1: Corpus

To analyze a wide spectrum of diverse sketchnotes, we created a cor-

pus of images that were posted under the hashtags #sketchnotes
and #sketchnote on the Twitter social media platform.

1
The cate-

gory photoswas selected to further filter posts to exclusively contain

photos of sketchnotes, and filter out posts that contained, for ex-

ample, text or videos about sketchnotes. We excluded photos that

did not show an actual sketchnote (such as showing a person while

sketching), were done for commercial purpose, or were in very low

quality making them illegible (but no other exclusions of sketch-

notes were made). This query for the dataset was performed before

beginning with the analysis.

To ensure diversity of sketchnotes in our corpus, one author

conducted low-level open coding on the fly, including sketchnotes

from the dataset until saturation of codes was reached (for a total

of 103 sketchnotes). These codes were iteratively refined, with

later axial coding and thematic analysis via a multiples discussions

among the co-authors. This phase led to a refined set of codes

(including merging, renaming, adding, grouping), overall themes,

and dimensions of the design space. In a second round of rigorous

coding, four authors independently coded 20% of the corpus, then

two coders continued independently until inter-coder agreement

was reached (after an additional 10% of the corpus). One author

coded the remaining set of the corpus. As with any qualitative

analysis, there might be instances of codes not captured in our

corpus.

3.2 Phase 2: Interviews

To complement our higher-level analysis of sketchnotes, we decided

to conduct a number of follow-up interviews with experienced

sketchnoters. We conducted six semi-structured interviews with

sketchnoters (5 female, 1 male; sketchnoting experience 4-13 years)

from our corpus (1 to 3 of the sketchnotes in our corpuswere created

by the participants) with the goal of finding out more about their

design rationales and the live decision-making processes behind their

sketchnoting. The questions for the semi-structured interviews

were informed by the analysis of the sketchnote corpus, with the

goal of following up on decisions and strategies— for example, the

layouts they use, how they created structure and visual hierarchy,

selection of content, or the processes for deciding which visuals to

sketch.

Due to individual preferences, the interview methods differed

between participants (one via video call, four through a thread of

private Twitter direct messages, and one interview conducted as

an email conversation thread), but our method of conducting the

semi-structured interviews remained consistent across participants,

with a core set of common questions with individualized follow-up

questions. Audio of interview was transcribed, and all transcripts

of conversations were analyzed and in correlation to the design

space dimensions and components from Phase 1. This study was

approved by our institution’s ethics board.

1
We compared Twitter results to images found on Instagram and Flickr, and found the

results across these platforms similar to the set of sketchnotes gathered.

4 SKETCHNOTE COMPONENTS

This section describes the core components found in a sketchnotes

and which we group into the following categories: content, lay-

out, structuring elements and visual styling. This directly relates to

the practical instructions and tutorials for crafting sketches and

sketchnotes [9, 10, 14, 22, 32, 39, 45, 46, 52], where we provide a

detailed analysis of the spectrum of components and nuanced use

in sketchnoting practice. These components can be seen as syntacti-

cal building blocks of sketchnotes, alike to a visual repertoire and

are summarized in Figure 2. For each code, we provide a general

idea of their prominence in our corpus by noting the number of

sketchnotes featuring it, and we provide examples of sketchnotes

in Figure 2 (and refer to particular sketchnotes through their ID

number, see section ’List of Sketchnotes’ at the end of this paper

for credits and links). Note that a visualisation of our classification

is available online at https:// sketchnoting.github.io/ sketchnoting.

4.1 Content

This category describes how information (textual and visual con-

tent) is presented in a sketchnote.

Textual content. At the very basis of sketchnoting is the phenom-

enon where sketchnoters “write things down in chunks instead of

lines” (P4), that is when notes are written with “2 to 4 words per

line” (P4). These elements are also indicative of the summariza-

tion and reformulation of the content heard rather than a verbatim

transcription.

Textual content is found on a spectrum from

more verbose forms, i.e. fully-formed sen-

tences (17), to more summarized forms such

as catchphrases (92), and eventually very short terms (56) (Fig-

ure 2a). Fully formed sentences are capturing questions, important

information, or personal annotations (S70, S76); catchphrases indi-

cate very concise yet important points (“Clarity builds trust”S29);

and short terms are used as headlines to refer to a group of content,

to important concepts, or as parts of a diagram (S11, S45).

In contrast to the textual content above, likely resulting

from a level of interpretation, reformulation and synthesis

by the sketchnoter, quotes (26) are indicative of a direct

transcription of what the speaker said during their presentation

(bottom of Figure 2a). Quotes are often written in quotation marks

and/or inside speech bubbles (23).

Visual content. What makes sketchnotes different from tradi-

tional written notes, is the presence of visual imagery and graphical

content to supplement the text. Because “we’re much faster at getting

the gist out of a visual thing than by reading” (P4), symbols, visual

representations of ideas, and diagrams are omnipresent in sketch-

notes to “help make you notice important concepts” (P3) (overview

in Figure 2.1) .

Symbols & Pictograms (97) such as objects, signs, or

shapes are extensively found as annotations or visual re-

expression of a key concept, in part due to their literal

https://sketchnoting.github.io/sketchnoting
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figures/Figure Large Overview.pdf

Figure 2: Sketchnote components: (a) content, (b) layout, (c) structuring elements and flow, and (d) visual style. (© sketchnotes

used with permission, see ’list of sketchnotes’ for credits and links)

embodiment of a concept: “you don’t have to think about synthesiz-

ing an image. So, it’s quick and easy to do in a live situation” (P4)

(Figure 2b). Such visual annotations indicate elements of impor-

tance, actions associated with content: “If there is something like

‘attention’, ‘avoid’, ‘don’t forget’ then I use something like the excla-

mation mark in the triangle to draw attention to it.” (P1), whereas

symbolic representations of ideas “help make you notice important

concepts” (P3).

Symbols are culturally learned visual representations with a

specific meaning. In sketchnotes, symbols usually refer to abstract

concepts such as attention (explanation marks), flashes, stars and

hearts or concepts otherwise hard to depict but which have specific

cultural meanings (Figure 2b). Pictograms are similar to symbols
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S16

S43S45S54

S75

S70

S56 S78S80

S82 S83 S95

S90

S35S29

S27 S25S14

Abstract Detailed

Figure 3: Graphical representations of people, inspired by

McCloud’s picture plane [37]. (© sketchnotes used with permis-

sion, see ’list of sketchnotes’ for credits and links)

but with a more literal and universal meaning. Closely related,

best practices include the development of sketching vocabularies

[22], effectiveness of simple visual metaphors [16, 39], and reserving

spaces for drawings to add at a later time [46].

Custom illustrations (56) are designed to visually express

richer ormore nuanced content that traditional pictograms

or symbols may not be able to convey. While rather com-

mon, these unique, tailored illustrations require a higher level of

interpretation and synthesis, as well as a higher level of creativity

from the sketchnoter but are able to illustrate more concrete ideas

(Figure 2b).

People and Characters—Given their prominence in our

corpus, we added a specific code for one or multiple people

(77). Figure 3 provides examples of people, ranging on two

spectra. Inspired by McCloud’s picture plane [37], depictions of

people and characters range from simplified (almost pictograms) to

realistic illustrations of real persons (e.g,. the speaker of talk) (34).

Another common dimension we could find captures the amount of

color we found in these designs. Characters can be found in a range

of ‘roles’, e.g., actors narrating, speakers, people thinking about the

content presented via speech or thought bubbles. Drawing people

and emotions are core parts of sketchnoting literature, suggesting

best practices of emphasizing dominant features [46], leveraging

expressiveness of stick figures or silhouettes [16], sketching cartoon-

style faces [39], or effective facial expressions [9].

Diagrams—Statistical graphics, data visualiza-

tions, and visual representations synthesizing mul-

tiple ideas in a diagram (bottom of Figure 2b) are

also less frequent (47) than symbols & pictograms, likely due to the

level of synthesis and processing that they demand. Diagrams are

any schematic representations of more complex issues [16] such as

processes (S94 and S17), design spaces, and part-of-the-whole ideas

(pie diagram S45, or hierarchies S23).

4.2 Layout

It is a challenging task laying out information as it is taken. Several

sketchnoters described their own evolution of the art over time: “The

first sketchnotes were pretty organic. A complete mess, that is” (P5).

We describe in this section (Figure 2.2) the most common layouts,

which relate to layouts suggested in literature [16, 39, 45, 46].

As it is rarely the case that speakers give an overview of

the structure of their talk before it begins, it is difficult for

sketchnoters to plan out how their sketchnotes will turn

out. As a result, they just “go with the flow” (P2, P6) and let “the talk

spool onto the page” (P3). This results in what we call a freeform

layout (Figure 2c), which is the most prevalent layout in our corpus

(68). Such freeform layouts are usually using additional structuring

elements (see section 4.3) components to indicate related informa-

tion and/or reading order. In other examples, no specific reading

order is really implied.

Although less frequently, it happens that the

sketchnoters have an idea of how to orga-

nize and spread content out in the page, to

achieve a structured, balanced layout. These are similar to layouts

recommended in books teaching sketching and sketchnote prac-

tice (e.g., [9, 45, 46]). Grid layouts (22) exhibit structured clusters of

about the same proportions (Figure 2d). They can be strictly aligned,

or more loosely organized in a Vonoroi-filling type of approach

(other terms for grid-like layouts in literature are modular [39],

skyscraper [45], or matrix [9]). Another method was a radial type

structure (7) where the title of the talk was in the center of the page

and the content was placed around it (Figure 2e): “I like to put the

title info in the center of the page and array content around it, kind

of like people around a campfire” (P3). It is often the case that the

content is placed freely around the title instead of being connected

to it using lines like in the classic mindmap format. Finally, closer

to regular notes, we also found that the textual structure exhibits a

clear linear flow (6), typically in a single column to be read from

top to bottom (Figure 2f).

4.3 Structuring elements & flow

This section (Figure 2.3) describes elements contributing to make a

structure emerge, organizing elements in higher level blocks, and

possibly helping readers follow a particular reading order by adding

“structure to an otherwise wild page” [5].

Leaving empty space (white space, negative space)

between blocks of content (52), and dividers (33)

are the most basic means to make structure emerge

visually. They act as separators allowing the reader to distinguish

between sections (Figure 2g).

Elements such as containers (44), headers

(32) and text formatting (52) (Figure 2h) are

commonplace in sketchnotes as a means to

group content in higher level entities. While headers are more

implicit forms of providing structure (in the absence of containers),

they are also tools to convey information, supporting a high-level

of reading: “someone who just skims over the sketchnotes of a talk

structured by titles [to] quickly find the points they are most interested

in” (P1). Text formatting includes lists and indentation (47), as well

as particular style such as “jigsaw phrasing” (5) (i.e., alternating

horizontal and vertical orientation of text), suggesting that content
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Figure 4: Levels of Sketchnote Design Space: Conciseness, Illustration, Structure, Personification, Cohesion, and Craftsman-

ship. (© sketchnotes used with permission, see ’list of sketchnotes’ for credits and links)

with the same visual identity belong to the same higher-level entity,

according to the Gestalt Law of Similarity.

Connections between elements are conveyed using links

and arrows (38), but also implicitly via the presence of

numbers (13) indicating the sequence in which to read

the different blocks of elements (Figure 2i).

4.4 Visual Style

When creating live summaries of events, sketchnoters use different

strategies for bringing attention to key words and phrases, referred

to as the “principles of visual hierarchy” (P3). These strategies in-

volve the use of color, variations in font, and borders (overview in

Figure 2.4).

Color (Figure 2j) is commonly used as a

powerful way of bringing attention to con-

tent within a sketchnote, e.g. “[if] there’s key

words that resonate with me that I want to remember then I’ll use

colour to draw them out more prominently” (P6). The use of colors

ranges frommonochromatic palettes, to simple accent palettes

containing one or two colors to highlight content, to full color

palette without a clear thematic association with content. Interest-

ingly, in contrast to common best practices such as using "only one

colour to start" [39] or choosing only "few colours at a time" [16], a

wide color palette was more common than monochromatic or use

of accent colors.

Text styling (Figure 2k) is extensively leveraged by

sketchnoters to emphasize content, to group content, or

simply to add a creative artistic look to the written text.

We found that textual content varied in the font family employed

(71), the font size (61) and font color (62) for emphasis, as well as

underline (19) and highlight or borders (41) — most often using

(one of) the accent color(s).

Containers and borders are often applied a style.

Embellished borders (80) range from artistic lines,

to repurposing an icon as a border, such as a sign

post, or a banner (Figure 2l). A common instance of styling are the

speech & thoughts bubble (42) often attached to representations

of people.
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5 DESIGN SPACE

This section describes interesting dimensions by which we organize

the corpus. Each dimension situates each sketchnote with regard

to specific types of components they contain or their combination

(shown by the sketched symbols in Figure 4). Together, these di-

mensions give a broader picture of the higher-level types of sketch-

noting: from high-density textual and more transcription-based

content featured in traditional note taking to more visual interpre-

tations of the content structured as a comics.

• Level of Conciseness:

Captures the general level of detail (verbosity) of themajority

of the textual content of a sketchnotes (Figure 4a): lower level

of conciseness on the left, often using fully formed sentences,

to high level of conciseness on the right, with a sparse use

of visuals and text through limited key words.

• Level of Illustration:

Captures the visual-to-text ratio and the complexity of visual

content of a sketchnotes (Figure 4b): from text-centric notes

(left), to notes using symbols and pictograms, visualising

diagrams, and incorporating advanced visual illustrations

(right).

• Level of Structure:

Captures the clarity of the structure and suggested reading

order of a sketchnotes (Figure 4c): freeform layout (left),

radial layout, grid structure, and linear flow (right).

• Level of Personification:

Captures the presence and degree of anthropomorphic rep-

resentations (Figure 4d): from symbolic representations to

recurrent characters with recognizable traits.

• Level of Visual cohesion:

Captures the cohesion of the styling of a sketchnote (Fig-

ure 4e): from a large variety of colors, textual formatting

and symbols (left) to a limited palette of recurring styles and

symbols (right).

• Level of Craftsmanship:

Captures the look & feel of a sketchnote, at a lower level than

the components identified in section 4. This craftsmanship

includes the visual rendering of the ink (directly related to

the pen instruments used to lay it on the page) as well as

the penmanship — the personal style and manner of hand-

writing. This relates to Rohde’s "path of skill building" [46],

describing the advances in sketchnoting through practice

and skill climbs. High craftsmanship relies on instrument

delivering visually appealing strokes and clear and harmo-

nious penmanship, as well as the the effective use of layout,

white space, or choice of colour palettes (Figure 4f).

Four types of sketchnotes. Different categories of sketchnotes
emerged from our analysis of the corpus, differing in the type

of insights they convey from the talk: Recordings, Context Maps,

Stories, and Messages. Although these were the four prevalent

types, a few sketchnotes in our corpus did not fall into any of these

four types, and there were few hybrid cases (e.g., a ‘Recording’

incorporating a ‘Story’). We briefly present these four types and

situate one example of each in our design space (Figure 5).

Recordings are close to regular notes one takes with a pen on

paper. A key difference with commonly found note is the enhanced

Conciseness
Illustration
Structure
Personnification
Visual Cohesion
Craftsmanship

Recordings Content maps Stories Messages

S31 S1 S82 S42

Figure 5: Types of sketchnotes. (© sketchnotes used with per-

mission, see ’list of sketchnotes’ for credits and links)

text-to-visual ratio, interweaving textual notes with visual icons

and illustrations. Sketchnotes we included in this category have

a very loose structure of the information, making it difficult for a

viewer to reconstruct high-level points made in the talk.

Content maps illustrate the different topics and points made in

the talk akin to a visual non-linear table of content. Key concepts

are often illustrated with icons or diagrams, and visually connected

with lines and arrows.

Stories are akin to comics. Key points of the talks are illustrated

in sequence, conveying the progression of the talk. Sketchnotes

included in this category also featured visual connections across

its elements, for example making use of a recurring character or

visual imagery strongly connected to the talk topic.

Messages are akin to posters. Sketchnotes in this category con-

vey the general theme or argument of the talk, without delving into

details. They act more as a teaser or summary of the talk rather

than depicting the multiple points of its content.

6 SKETCHNOTING STRATEGIES

This section describes a set of authoring strategies that sketchnoters

followed to capture and communicate content in their sketchnotes.

We discuss how sketchnote components (section 4) and choices

along the dimensions of the design space (section 5) are leveraged

to capture ideas, emphasize key concepts, and create a narrative, as

well as the art that goes into crafting a cohesive, readable and visu-

ally compelling document. We also outline strategies that sketch-

noters employ to cope with the unique challenges posed by live

authoring of sketchnotes. We denote the most difficult, impractical,

or sub-optimal strategies with a *. Compiling this list enables to

build a general guidance for beginner sketchnoters, while * points

to opportunities for digital tool support (section 7).

6.1 Capture Ideas

Sketchnotes act as summaries of longer talks and information mate-

rials, and aim to capture and synthesize important ideas in a more

concise visual form. Because it is “impossible to catch it all” (P3),

sketchnoters rely on strategies for content curation, “looking for

the ‘big fish’ or at least the ‘interesting”’ (P3), and rendition of ideas

into a succinct form. Common strategies include:
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S66
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S82

S56

S82

S28

S28

c

c

a b c d

S58

c da b

Figure 6: (a) Emerging themes, and (b-d) sketchnoting strate-

gies for dealing with space constraints. (© sketchnotes used

with permission, see ’list of sketchnotes’ for credits and links)

→ Use concise text, e.g. catchphrases or terms (a generally

high level of conciseness) capture ideas boiled down to their

essence.

→ Add quotes is a common strategy to make a particular

thought or sentence carry weight, due to its authenticity

as an already well-articulated idea from the source, tran-

scribed as is.

→ Use visuals in lieu or in reinforcement of an idea. Examples

include drawing a wall for “you build a wall or a cathedral”,

or drawing a plant to express growth. Identifying ideas for

visuals quickly is challenging when drawing live; here, “key

words are the simplest way of finding images. You don’t have

to think about a synthesizing image. So it’s quick and easy to

do in a live situation.” (P4)

→ * Craft explanatory illustrations by combining, and turn-

ing more complex concepts into illustrations or diagrams.

→ * Make themes emerge through the use of visual language

with relevant semantic associations. For example, Figure 6a

uses shades of blue as the color palette, as well as visual

and icons related the concept of water, together with a fluid

layout evoking the fluidity of liquids. It is about to “draw

what is emergent and sometimes unspoken” (P3).

* In contrast to other strategies that involve a relatively direct

transcription of important ideas, these more advanced strategies,

seldom observed in our corpus, require a greater level of combining,

appropriating, and reformulating (often multiple) concepts into

illustrations. These also demand greater drawing skills, especially

in the context of live sketchnoting. However, there are substantial

advantages to incorporating these types of illustrations rather than

textual content. Reformulating and externalizing ideas is a powerful

mechanism to process information [29]. As the proverb “a picture

is worth a thousand words” suggests, illustrations are a powerful

communication tool which may also play a role in memorability [8].

6.2 Emphasize Key Concepts

Sketchnotes compress a lot of information onto a limited space,

often with free-form or other less structured layouts. Emphasis

helps highlighting key concepts and brings structure to the content,

enabling selective reading: “I think it’s important that someone who

just skims over the sketchnotes of a talk structured by titles can quickly

find the points he is most interested in” (P1). Sketchnoters’ strategies

to lay emphasis on content draw from traditional “’principles of

visual hierarchy’ that can be found in graphic design” (P3)— a skill

that comes with “experience using these principles over time [and]

helps [the sketchnoter] decide in the moment” (P3).

→ Convey the same concept in multiple forms, which is

typically achieved by accompanying a written idea with

symbols or pictograms, is a simple yet effective strategy to

make key concepts visually salient: “My style is generally to

try and use an icon per main point” (P6).

→ Use layout and structuring elements is another simple

strategy for bringing attention to particular content. Ex-

amples include making a key element occupy the central

position in the page (i.e. surround layout), and building on

conventions such as putting the title at the top of the docu-

ment.

→ * Contrast the type of content consists of purposefully

switching from one particular level of conciseness to an-

other, distinct one. For example, a longer sentence or a quote

will stand out in a sketchnote where terms and short catch-

phrases are predominant, and vice versa.

→ * Contrast the visual style consists of using distinct using

color, text formatting and styled containers for select content

to make it visually salient.

* Contrasting, i.e. using a form and style distinct from the main,

plain content in the sketchnote requires some level of planning, as

well as sufficient amount of content to identify what to emphasize.

As with other communication media, the “less is more” rule applies

to sketchnotes. It is recommended against too much emphasis, or

too many types of emphasis— the right balance can be difficult to

plan for in the context of live capturing of spoken information.

6.3 Create a Narrative

Sketchnotes of the stories type aim to build a narrative to deliver

the captured content. Sketchnoters employed a range of strategies

to construct this form of delivery.

→ Suggest a reading order via layout and structuring ele-

ments is the most elementary approach to convey a logical

sequence through which to consume the content. For ex-

ample, P1 mentions how the sketchnotes link “chunks of

information connected by a ’thread”’ (P1).

S42

S45

S45

S54

S87 S29

S29S29S11

Figure 7: Emphasizing emotions (through use of emanata) to

support narrative. (© sketchnotes used with permission, see ’list

of sketchnotes’ for credits and links)
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→ *Use a narrator, i.e. literally drawing the actual speaker (or

another fictional character) talking the content as in a comic

[14]—which can then also be reflected in the structure of

the overall sketchnote: “it’s natural to use a comic strip kind

of structure” (P5).

→ * Feature recurring characters, typically staged in situa-

tions embodying the ideas themselves (e.g., S82, S87). Through

these recurring characters, sketchnoters personify the con-

tent, further reinforcing the notion of storytelling between

humans.

→ * Use empathy to better connect with the audience by

displaying characters’ emotions may further engage the au-

dience in the story. For example, symbolic cartoon elements

can be used to externalize a character’s state of mind or emo-

tions— often called Emanata (after cartoonist Mort Walker)

a well-known strategy in comic making. Used in sketch-

notes, for example, to express surprise, stress, fear, anger, or

confusion (Figure 7).

* Incorporating a narrator or characters and conveying emotions

require substantial experience not only for drawing recognizable

characters but also capturing critical moments and clearly convey-

ing actions and character intent, akin to skills acquired by comics

artists. Lowering such barriers to entry could enable a much larger

audience to craft visually compelling narratives while sketchnoting.

6.4 Aesthetics and Visual Identity

While the above design strategies focus on capturing and deliver-

ing content, sketchnoters also developed strategies for engaging

the readers with aesthetically pleasing visuals, often conveying a

unique visual identity making their style recognizable and memo-

rable. We describe the most salient aspects of graphic design manip-

ulated by sketchnoters to make their artifact aesthetically pleasing.

→ * Craftsmanship: the level of craftsmanship, as described

in our design space, refers to the output of the pen instru-

ments as well as the penmanship, i.e. the shape and regularity

of sketchnoters’ handwriting. This craftsmanship directly

affects the perception of the sketchnote, whether it appears

as a draft or a craft [43].

→ * Visual cohesion involves the use of clear and consistent

“visual identity charter” — color palette, textual formatting—

throughout the document resulting in a general look-and-

feel with a distinct visual identity. This implies to use visual

styling (e.g. color, text formatting) meaningfully and spar-

ingly.

→ * Composition, akin to other visual media such as photog-

raphy and painting, principles of organization that affect

composition include a balanced use of space and negative

space, harmony of shapes and proportions, geometry, sym-

metry, and so forth.

*High-level of craftsmanship requires quality instruments which

may prove expensive in the analog world while easily available in

digital forms. Similarly, digital technologies offer the opportunities

to modify one’s penmanship. However, current digital inking often

lack the authenticity of its analog counterpart, a major reason

for sketchnoters to stick to the analog medium. Devising more

authentic yet “beautified” ink strokes to elevate both ink marks and

penmanship remains an open problem.

* Achieving an aesthetically pleasing and harmonious visual

identity and composition is extremely challenging for people not

versed in the art of graphic design. It requires knowledge of the prin-

ciples and acquiring what often is tacit knowledge on a large variety

of topics (e.g. proportions, spacing, color schemes, stroke character,

etc.). Exploring how to provide guidance to novice sketchnoters

could help them develop such skill set.

6.5 Dealing With Constraints of Live Drawing

Because of the challenge of time and unknown content, sketchnot-

ers need to budget space. Planning strategies include:

→ Translate the talk outline into a layout: if the talk con-

tent is known in advance, space can be used in a more struc-

tured manner: “If it’s a panel discussion, I place the topic quite

often in the center. If it’s a presentation with e.g. 10 points, it’s

natural to use a comic strip kind of structure” (P5) or if the

speaker says “I’m going to talk about 4 things, then yes you

make a mental grid of the page.” (P6)

→ Leave space between elements: allows laying out content

while the overarching structure is unknown or still uncer-

tain. Sketchnoters keep the layout and structure flexible

following the mantra of “capture first, structure later” (P4)

by “grab[bing] keywords and phrases first, leaving pads of

space around them to connect and/or embellish with additional

illustration” (P3).

When space budgeting fails, recovery strategies include:

→ Change orientation includes changing writing/drawing

orientation from horizontal to vertical (or even diagonal)

can be used as a recovering strategy for fitting in content

when only limited space remains (Figure 6c/d).

→ * Adjust the text formatting such as reducing the size of

the handwriting to fit content in the available space.

→ * Addendum are content that did not fit in a particular space

because ofmisjudgment of required space or lack of overview

on the overall content. Addendum are positioned where

adequate space remains in the canvas and often accompanied

by a visual mark (e.g. asterisk or arrow) to indicate where

the content naturally belongs (Figure 6b).

* While reducing font size remains “within the space budget”, it

can hinder readability or suggest content with lesser importance.

Addendum allow to maintain the same text formatting for content

at the same level of importance, but imply to re-allocate space to

make it fit, further adding to the uncertainty of planning.

Finally, the live nature may result in time pressure to capture con-

tent, resulting in sketchnoters having to have recourse to catching

up strategies when time permits:

→ Palimpsests: rewriting over content already laid out with a

different color or a highlighter likely to avoid switching pen

during the session.

→ *Grouping related content or separating unrelated con-

tent by using structuring elements (section 4.3): “I start by

writing down information and then, when I’m halfway through

the talk or so, I decide on how to connect the information.” (P1)
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* Given the general pace of live talks, sketchnoters have limited

idle time. They use this time to either process and reformulate con-

tent that was just heard (e.g. formulating a diagram or illustration)

or to capture and style it on the canvas (e.g. laying down ink on

the page). For those sketchnoters who reported figuring out the

structure halfway through the talk, it implies that the subsequent

idle time is reduced as they are catching up on the styling of the

sketchnote (e.g. adding structural elements). Identifying ways to

speed up some of the styling with digital tools could reclaim time

back for content-related processes.

7 IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN

This section presents a series of suggestions for designs emerging

from our analysis. These suggestions are derived from our study re-

sults, after multiple sessions of discussions and iterations between

all authors, identifying occurrences of issues that could be leveraged

with software, and identifying patterns that could call for novel

tools or interactions. The first two sections suggest features and

interaction techniques to aid with capturing/generating content on

one hand and structuring/styling content on another hand. Next,

we suggest more holistic implications to support a more flexible

approach to sketchnoting. Finally, we identify a number of implica-

tions to jump-start beginners and open up the sketchnoting activity

to a wider audience.

7.1 Aiding with Content Capture and

Generation

Selective speech-to-text pen instrument.

Live skechnoting requires substantial listening skills

and focus. Sketchnoters report developing a “listen-

ing practice. We have to quiet our own internal dialog

and get into a flow state to hear and process what is

happening in the room.” (P3) and a curation process “sketchnot-

ing is necessarily curating the content flowing into your listening”

(P3). Since digital technologies enable a relatively reliable live tran-

scription, we could imagine a new type of speech-to-text pen that

eliminates the need for manual transcription and facilitating the cu-

ration process. Using such a pen on a page could simply display the

live transcription laid down along the pen trajectory. Different to

existing speech-to-text systems, this feature would only be needed

selectively, ad-hoc (e.g., for quotes, speech bubbles— section 4.1),

and would need to be integrated in a way not to interfere with

the overall sketchnote inking. This tool would enable to capture

quotes effortlessly and facilitate selection, as it is much easier to

erase portions of unnecessary text a posteriori than select what to

write a priori.

Suggestions for reformulation.

Another challenge of sketchnoting is to generate

catchphrases, terms and visual content summariz-

ing an idea or a combination of ideas (section 6.1).

Finding synonyms or exact terms may be difficult,

especially when often done under time pressure of live presenta-

tions. One could imagine an always-on listening feature, suggesting

a list of catchphrases, terms, and visual symbols or pictograms (sec-

tions 4.1, 6.1). Surfacing visual content associated to handwritten

terms and catchphrases already on the page may also facilitate the

incorporation of visuals (e.g., facilitating emphasis— section 6.2).

Note that a key consideration when designing such feature is to

minimize disruptions of an already challenging cognitive task.

7.2 Facilitating Tedious or Repetitive

Sketchnoting Tasks

Interactions for (re)composing.

As we described in section 6.5, planning strategies

may sometime fail, resulting in sub-optimal recovery

strategies. While these "failures" may add authen-

ticity to the sketchnotes, it is likely that facilitating

composition, by rearranging content or adjusting its size will be

helpful to sketchnoters. Beyond direct manipulation of individual

pieces of content, already available in most note taking software

today, considering the composition (e.g., layout— section 4.2) of

the sketchnote as a whole is interesting. Techniques could enable

controlling the amount of padding between clusters of content, or

automatically re-flowing content within each clusters to provide

even-sized groups and space-filling compositions.

Interactions for (re)styling.

Styling is critical to emphasize key concepts (section

6.2) and provide an aesthetically pleasing and per-

sonal visual artifact (section 6.4). Providing higher-

level styling objects (e.g. title style, quote style as in

word documents) or mark-up (identifying a desired level of saliency)

could enable an easier transfer to other elements and allow experi-

menting with different styles. Providing style "palettes", including

color and text formatting, as well as associated sets of visual con-

tent (with a similar look and feel) could also facilitate producing

sketchnotes with a high level of visual cohesion (section 5).

Increasing the level of craftsmanship.

Digital software has the unique ability to increase the

quality of strokes laid down on the page, by smooth-

ing out or transforming handwriting, and manipu-

lating the look and feel of each strokes to give it har-

monious curvature and thickness nuances (craftsmanship— section

5). It will be important to identify the right level of such digital ink

stroke enhancements, so that they do provide desired increases of

stroke quality while avoiding undesired changes that change the

style of inked notes too much.

7.3 Supporting More Flexible Creation Process

Multiple layers for styling and layout.

Sketchnoters working with graphical editing tools al-

ready take advantage of using multiple layout layers:

“The benefit of working digital and using layers is that

I’m able to change the layout if I’m not happy with the

one that I begin with.” (P5). Providing both layout (section 4.2) and

style (section 4.4) layers, separating them from content, could open

avenues for rapid experimentation of sketchnote designs. As one

of our participant noted: “if you didn’t decide to make it colourful

in the first place [...] there’s many ways to add colour afterwards”
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(P4) and sometimes identifying the "best" way may be challenging

to envision. The additional benefit of dissociated layout and style

layers is the reusability of their content.

Supporting drafting and crafting.

As observed in earlier studies [43], we found sketch-

noters mentioning distinct phases in their note tak-

ing: from the rapid, real-time drafting of a sketchnote,

to the later refinements and crafting of the final piece.

Leveraging the concepts of layers (content, structure and style lay-

ers) could surface different tools or interactions at different stages,

enabling rapid back-and-forth between drafting and crafting.

Hybrid Analog and digital.

The corpus we gathered featured analog sketchnotes

that were likely scanned and modified in graphical

editing tools. Some of these hybrids are more obvi-

ous than others, clearly featuring the authentic hand-

crafted look-and-feel as well as the generic computer-generated

content. Such analog-to-digital process requires many steps, skills

and effort that few sketchnoters may be willing to take. Reflecting

on a more flexible authoring process facilitating such back-and-

forth is an exciting endeavor.

7.4 Lowering the Barrier to Entry

Templates and design suggestions.

One of our participants described that typically they

would decide the layout ahead of time depending

of the type of presentation to sketchnote: “if it’s a

panel discussion, I place the topic quite often in the

center. If it’s a presentation with e.g. 10 points, it’s natural to use

a comic strip” (P5). Providing such templates as well as existing

layout/styling layers (informed by the layouts of section 4.2 and

the sketchnote types in section 5) could lower the barrier of entry

for a more novice audience. Another avenue would be suggestions

to reorganize and/or restyle existing sketchnotes (in the spirit of

PowerPoint design ideas).

Metrics for "good visual design".

As users develop their own style, they may produce

unsatisfactory designs. While it is straightforward

for people to rate their satisfaction with different

artifacts, it may be harder for them to discern the

particular aspects to alter or improve. Some sketchnoters are aware

of general visual perception and design guidelines: “it’s not an exact

science, but you should look into the laws of Gestalt Theory” (P4).

Providing a set of metrics and guidance or suggestion to increase

these metrics based on a set of visual perception and visual design

rules would certainly prove useful to a more novice audience.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

Focusing on a particular, constrained part of the wide research

field of note taking— as done in studies in specific contexts, from

sketched information scraps [6] all the way to bullet journaling

[2]— allows us to uncover nuances of people’s rich practices in

the analog that digital tools should not only support (bridging

the analog/digital divide), but in fact advance beyond towards ex-

pressive digital tools. With our paper the goal was to unpack the

design space of sketchnotes—as one particular contemporary form

of visual note taking— to inform the design of future digital tools

supporting this creative practice for putting thoughts and ideas

into rich visual artefacts. Our implications for design point into this

direction; but are not an exhaustive list, and in fact we hope the

detailed mapping of the identified sketchnote component building

blocks, dimensions of choice in the design space, and design intents

spark other thoughts for innovations on digital crafting tools.

As for next steps exploring sketchnoting practice, one promising

direction is to study the dynamics of how sketches get developed

over time. As most sketchnotes are done in real-time (though with

possibly preparation before, and/or refinements after), this could

help us finding out more about patterns and strategies for dealing

with the constraints of live drawing (for which our section 6.5

could function as a lift-off point). We would also need to better

understand of what makes a sketchnote effective: this could involve

studying which choices of content, layout, structure, or style— as

well as any of the sketchnoting strategies and positions on the

continuous dimensions of the design space—work best for crafting

effective sketchnotes. Similarly, future studies could investigate the

applications of our suggested implications for design, and find out

which of these techniques might best support sketchnoting practice.

The tensions between effective note taking and creating ’art’ could

be another focus of future studies.
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